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Abstract

In the current information systems security (ISS) research, new theory contributions are especially valued. This
research typically reflects the following formula: Suggest a new theory (or set of constructs) of ISS and show that it
is empirically supported, then suggest another new theory (or set of constructs with some linkages) and show that it
is empirically supported, and so on. Despite the merits of this approach, it leaves out many important scientific
aspects. For example, after more than 30 years of ISS research, (1) we know little about the conditions and situations
to which new theories (or constructs) do not apply; (2) we do not know which new theories are more effective than
others in solving an ISS problem; and (3) we have not demonstrated that our best research, or new theoretical
contributions, can beat industry best practices or practitioners’ intuitive approaches. We suggest that ISS research be
examined in terms of long-term research programs comprising four levels: metalevel research, basic research,
applied research, and postintervention research. The ultimate success of such programs does not entail new theories,
“contextualized theories,” or adding IT artifacts to theories; rather, it hinges on the question of which program can
demonstrate the best intervention effect rate for a given ISS problem. The lack of demonstrated intervention
effectiveness (e.g., by showing treatment effect rates) is one important inhibitor that may prevent ISS research from
achieving relevance in practice. Without reporting such evidence, ISS research cannot overpower the folklore, fads,
or industry “best practices” that often guide operations. With such treatment effect rates, evidence-based practice
may become more justifiable. We believe that our ideas also can be applied to information systems research in
general.
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1 Introduction
In the information systems (IS) discipline, there has
been awareness of the lack of sufficient relevance to
practice (Alter 2001; Benbasat & Zmud, 1999; Keen
1991; Robey & Markus, 1998; Rosemann & Vessey,
2008). An important aspect of practical relevance,
which has not been clearly articulated in previous IS
research, is demonstrating the rate of application
effectiveness. This can be demonstrated, for example,
by indicating the intervention effect. Applying IS
research to information security management as an

example, we show how improved reporting of
intervention effect rates offers additional important
steps toward achieving practical relevance and
acceptability of research in practice. An intervention
(or treatment) effect rate refers to the degree to which
the essential practical problem underlying the
research is reduced following intervention or
treatment. Intervention/treatment effect rates are more
stringent measures than having practitioners evaluate
research results (e.g., “applicability checks”;
Rosemann & Vessey, 2008) because the effects of the
research products on the practical problem must be
identifiable.
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Providing such research results could bring the IS
research community closer to guiding and leading
practice. The example of information systems
security (ISS) management illustrates the serious gap
in effective IS management practice, which is open to
IS research for guidance and contributions.
The gravity of the gap in practical ISS management
knowledge is most apparent in the near-daily reports
of ISS and privacy breaches. The ISS problem is
huge, with the worldwide average cost per data
breach estimated to be between $2.5 million (PwC,
2016) and $4 million (Ponemon Institute, 2016).
Verizon’s 2016 survey of law enforcement agencies
disclosed 64,199 reported breaches with 2,260
confirmed cases of data losses. In addition to costing
organizations millions, these security lapses harm
millions of people directly. For example, the number
of U.S. individuals’ private records exposed since
2005 totals over 900 million (over 160 million in
2015 alone) (Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, 2016).
Thus, the ethical pressures on security professionals
(and researchers) to reduce these losses are vast.
This practical problem has grown so rapidly that ISS
management practice is struggling to keep pace, much
less get ahead of the problem. We suggest that
increasing our expectations of more exhaustive ISS
research would help—particularly in terms of
expectations that such research should lead to more
reporting of intervention/treatment effect rates.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we outline
four levels of research: metalevel research, basic
research, applied research, and postintervention
research. Ultimately, ISS research should lead to
long-term research programs aimed at improving
intervention effectiveness, which (for instance)
happens
through
effective
reporting
of
intervention/treatment effect rates in ISS research.
Second, we highlight several unaddressed issues in
ISS at each level, which can lead to new
breakthroughs in ISS,
including improved
intervention effectiveness.

2 The “Evolution” of ISS
Research
This section provides a short history of ISS research.
First, in Section 2.1, we describe how the roots of ISS
research stem from the birthplace of ISS management
research and practice, where the focus was on
outlining practical problems and solutions to them.
We suggest in Section 2.2 that actual ISS research
started in the 1980s and was strongly influenced by
Keen’s (1980) view of scientific research, which
emphasized showing that reference theories taken
from other disciplines are, for example, statistically
supported. Later, the required contributions began to
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gradually shift from “new reference theory” in ISS to
adding IT artifacts to reference theories—or
contextualizing reference theories—as well as
showing that added IT artifacts, or “contextualized
theories,” are empirically (often statistically)
supported. We then outline several side effects
resulting from this development.

2.1 The Roots of ISS Management:
Describing the Problems and
Proposing Solutions
ISS management research emerged in the 1970s to
solve problems and improve processes in practice.
For example, Donn B. Parker’s (1976) work on the
human aspects of computer crimes is one of the first
pioneering works in this area, and Parker’s definition
of computer abuse continues to influence
contemporary ISS research. Schweitzer’s book on ISS
management (1981) is an example of a pioneering
work that has been followed by hundreds of others on
ISS management to date. These early works were
largely based on the authors’ personal experiences
and offered both descriptions of practice and
guidance for future practice. They were case-based
experience reports and recommendations.
Another example of practical problem-solving can be
found in ISS checklists. Several such checklists have
been produced since the 1970s (Baskerville, 1992;
Siponen, 2005a,b). Since the 1990s, ISS checklists
have been replaced by ISS management and maturity
standards (e.g., Siponen & Willison, 2009). One of
the more notable standards for ISS management is BS
7799, from the British Standards Institution, which
was later developed as an ISO standard for ISS
management known as ISO/IEC 17799 and later as
ISO/IEC 27002. An important facet of these standards
involves problems and solutions. The checklists and
standards are intended to capture best practices—that
is, the best solutions to key ISS management
problems.
Along with the development of ISS standards and
books came the establishment of conferences and
journals on ISS management. In 1984, the
International Federation for Information Processing
(IFIP) established an ISS working group called
Technical Committee 11, better known as TC11 or
IFIP SEC. Since 1986, TC11 has been organizing ISS
conferences. The TC11 conference is a
multidisciplinary ISS conference that includes
research articles on ISS management. TC11 has 14
working groups (WGs) that organize working
conferences, many of which concern ISS research
topics. The Roode ISS workshop (WG 11.13) is one
working conference under TC11. The official journal
of TC11 is Computers & Security, which was
established in 1982 and publishes both ISS research
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and practical views from differing perspectives,
including both computer science and ISS. Another
notable journal is Information Management and
Computer Security.

2.2 Early Information Systems Security
Research in the 1980s and Keen’s
Influence
To understand ISS research, we need to understand
the ISS environment in the 1980s. At the first
International Conference on Information Systems
(ICIS), Keen (1980) stressed the need for “theory”
and “the dependent variable” so that ISS would not
just be a theme but a “clearly defined discipline.”
Keen’s call for theories was estimated as highly
influential (Benbasat & Weber, 1996).
While previous research (and practice) in ISS
management focused on describing problems and
solutions, Keen’s (1980) conceptualization of
scientific research focused on reference theory and
the dependent variable. According to Keen’s
scientific view, reference theories were used to
explain ISS problems, so that each problem became

the dependent variable. In turn, solutions could be
seen as the independent variables. Research that
purely described ISS problems or proposed solutions,
but did not have (1) a theory, and (2) a dependent
variable did not fit into Keen’s (1980) view of what is
scientific.
Detmar Straub’s works (e.g., Straub, 1989, 1990) met
Keen’s standards for a “scientific base” for
management information systems. Straub had
reference theory (deterrence theory), yet computer
abuse was the dependent variable. Straub’s work then
provided a model example for ISS scholars.
Moreover, Straub’s work introduced security into
premier IS journals, such as MIS Quarterly and
Information Systems Research.
We see the influence of this Keenian model on ISS
research today. However, generally speaking, the idea
of practical problem-solving or understanding ISS
issues has persisted in contemporary ISS research
since the 1970s. This is visible in the introduction
sections of ISS research papers, in which the research
is typically motivated by solving practical problems.
Table 1 illustrates two examples (for more examples,
please see the Appendix).

Table 1. Illustrations of the Practical Problem-Solving Motivations in IS Security Research
“IT security could be enhanced by using multiple methods to
authenticate users, such as combining ‘something you know’
(e.g., a password) with ‘something you have’ (e.g., a smartcard
or token) and ‘something you are’ (e.g., a biometric
characteristic). Although the use of biometrics and smartcards is
growing, passwords are still the most common, and sometimes
the only authentication mechanism used by many organizations
(Whitman, 2003). Therefore, it is important to find ways to
improve password effectiveness.” (Keith, Shao, & Steinbart,
2009, opening lines of introduction)

As Table 1 demonstrates, it is prevalent (if not a
standard practice) to motivate ISS studies with a
problem in practice. Therefore, the starting point of
ISS research is the practical motivation of solving
problems in practice. This important assumption
means that there is a relevant contribution to explicit
practical problems that motivates ISS research.
Philosophically, a practical motivation—a problem in
practice—is the key epistemic goal of ISS research,
rather than seeking truth or new knowledge for its
own sake. Thus, ISS research generally originates
from a clinical problem (or at least the papers are
often motivated in that way).
Next, we describe the current state of ISS research.

“One of the greatest concerns of IS security managers is the
threat of an organizational insider. Numerous industry studies
and surveys of CIOs indicate that IS security continues to be
one of the top managerial concerns (Brenner, 2009; CSI, 2011;
Deloitte, 2010; Ernst & Young, 2009; PwC, 2008, 2010a,
2010b).” (Willison & Warkentin, 2013, p. 1, opening lines of
introduction)

2.3 Current ISS Research: New
Constructs and New Relationships
as Required Theory Contributions
In the past, the Keenian-inspired approach, by and
large, focused on finding a reference theory (from
other disciplines) that was new to ISS. To provide a
simplified example of this view, theory elements
(constructs) and their relationships were presented as
hypotheses in which independent variables (IVs)
explained (or predicted) a dependent variable (DV).
This picture, therefore, required new relationships
(between IVs, or between IVs and DV) and/or new
elements (e.g., constructs, often modeled as IVs). In
such Keenian-inspired views of science, a premium
was placed on demonstrating that certain hypotheses,
based on theories or previous literature, were
statistically significant in a survey, archive, scenario,
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or some other data. In other words, new elements
and/or relationships were required as a new theory
contribution. Roughly speaking, the formula has been
as follows:
1) Identify an ISS problem.
2) Propose a new theory/hypotheses or new
constructs.
3) Show with a study that the new theory or its
constructs are empirically supported.
Putting a premium on a new theory or new constructs
and seeking or determining empirical support led to a
situation in which ISS research was taking place in
what Laudan (1978, p. 71) called a “competitive
vacuum.” In other words, theories (and hypotheses)
were tested against some “crucial” tests showing
whether the hypotheses were supported. This means
that the theory’s acceptance was not based on a
competitive setting, featuring a “horse race” between
two or more competing theories or approaches
(Moody, Siponen, & Pahnila, 2018). Typically, in
current ISS research, the theories, models, or
hypotheses are not compared with best practices or
the closest competitors. That is, current ISS research
is not asking: “How can I show that my findings can
outperform current best practices in solving the
problem?” or “Can my approach outperform the best
competitors in solving the problem?”
As a result, ISS research can show that a theory-based
hypothesis (e.g., a hypothesis built upon established
theories) meets some “crucial” test, but ISS research
is not designed to show that the studies can beat best
practices. Moreover, little is known about how any
ISS study, model, or theory can be demonstrated as
being better than its competitors for solving an
important problem.
Generally speaking, a similar Keenian ideology also
seems to hold for the few qualitative ISS papers in
our top journals. Puhakainen and Siponen (2010), for
example, were motivated to conduct their study due
to a lack of theory-based research.
Since the introduction of information technology (IT)
artifacts and theory contextualizations (Hong et al.,
2014), there has been a demand to require IT artifacts
or contextualizations in ISS reference theory.
However, demand for IT artifacts and theory
contextualizations may not have radically changed
Keen’s classical view of “what is scientific.” An IT
artifact is added to a (reference) theory, or a reference
theory is contextualized as follows:
1) Introducing new elements (e.g., constructs)
and/or
new
relationships
through
contextualizing a theory, or adding an IT
artifact to the theory/model.
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2) Demonstrating that the hypotheses (or
propositions) are statistically supported (in
quantitative studies) or empirically supported
(in qualitative studies).
In other words, the key is showing that the IT artifact
or contextualization is empirically supported—that is,
that it either passes some “crucial” statistical tests (in
the case of quantitative studies) or is supported by
empirical material (in the case of qualitative studies).
Again, as with Keen’s original approach, the
contextualized theories or IT-artifact-enriched
theories are mainly done in a “competitive vacuum”
(Laudan, 1978, p. 71). As a result, there is little
demand to show how the IT artifact or
contextualization adds value in beating the best
practice. Furthermore, there is no demand to show
that an IT artifact or contextualization of a theory
solves the problem more effectively than its closest
competitors. Authors may not even want to examine
such questions, because they may not lead to
publication in journals due to their lack of new theory
contributions.
The Keenian model shifted the emphasis from
problems and solutions to showing that the theorybased explanations are “true,” or empirically
supported. That is to say, theory-based IVs can
explain (or predict) the DV, for instance. There is
nothing wrong with proposing new explanations (in
different forms, such as a theory or constructs, etc.).
However, they should not be regarded as the final
outcome of ISS research. Rather, they should be
viewed as instrumental. This Keenian model and
subsequent developments (e.g., IT artifacts and
contextualizations) did not emphasize application
effectiveness, let alone demonstrate it in a way that
can be compared with best practices, or state-of-theart research.

2.4 Some Outcomes of the Current ISS
Research
As a result, practitioners seeking to enlist evidencebased practices from our most prestigious ISS
journals will mainly find sets of constructs, reference
theories, contextualized theories, or IT artifactenriched models that have found empirical support.
Alas, this does not indicate the best approach to
practitioners or highlight which of these empirically
tested theories or constructs are the most effective for
solving ISS problems. More importantly, it does not
clarify whether the new theories are any better than
best practices or practitioners’ own practices.
The aforementioned situation in ISS research is
perhaps one important reason why we have not been
able to lead practice. This result means that
practitioners may easily turn to experience-based
reports when seeking to improve their information
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security management. Another possible consequence
is that ISS scholars may miss direct company
funding. If the outcome involves the addition of a
new IT artifact, the contextualization of a theory, or a
new theory, then what company would want to fund
this outcome? In contrast, if the outcome is “we can
demonstrate to you the best approach to improve
users’ password behavior,” then the funding
possibilities might be improved.
There is nothing wrong with such practitioners’
thinking. Drug companies also may not want to fund
a new theory for the sake of having a new theory.
What drug company would want to fund the
“contextualization of theories of biology or
biochemistry”? Compare this with a project aimed at
demonstrating that a new treatment for pancreatic
cancer can offer better results than any existing
treatments.
There is perhaps a more significant outcome than lack
of funding—that is, lack of collaboration with
practitioners, who represent huge resources for ISS
research. However, it is difficult to imagine any lessattractive research outcome for companies than
“establishing
new
statistically
significant
relationships, based on theory-based hypotheses.” In
the IS literature, the lack of practitioners’ interest in
scholarly research is justified with claims that
practitioners are afraid of negative publicity (e.g.,
Crossler et al., 2013). These claims demand closer
examination. In the ISS management literature, there
is an appreciable number of research articles reporting
research that was executed in company settings in
different countries, including (but not limited to) the
United States, Finland, the United Kingdom, and
South Africa. For example, the journals Computers &
Security and Information Management & Computer
Security contain numerous empirical papers done in
corporate or other organizational settings. Indeed,
such articles also appear in the best IS journals.
Examples in MIS Quarterly include action research
papers (Puhakainen & Siponen, 2010; Straub &
Welke 1998) and a field experiment (Johnston,
Warkentin, & Siponen, 2015). The Journal of the
Association for Information Systems (JAIS) has also
published ISS research carried out in a company
setting (Siponen, Baskerville, & Heikka, 2006). The
concern about bad publicity is understandable if the
companies are asked to report their specific ISS
breaches or if the study describes specific cases of
incompetent ISS practices. However, bad publicity
seems to be an irrelevant concern in survey or
experimental research settings. For example, suppose
researchers test protection motivation theory (PMT)
in a company using a survey or experimental
approach. If the results reveal that only one PMT
construct explains security behavior, what bad
publicity could possibly result for a company whose

identity is not revealed? If there were any negative
publicity at stake in such a case, it would be negative
publicity for PMT rather than the company.
We argue that the lack of interest in practice could be
partly improved by adding a layer of research that
focuses on problem-solving effectiveness.
Another related outcome of the current situation is
that ISS research does not seem to lead practice. For
example, it appears that even the best ISS works exert
little influence on ISS management standards.
Information security journals, such as Computers &
Security and Information Management & Computer
Security, contain articles that often recommend that
practitioners follow ISS management standards (e.g.,
von Solms, 1998, 1999; von Solms & von Solms,
2004). However, such standards fail to cite any ISS
journal articles (Siponen & Willison, 2009). Neither
these articles nor these standards advise practitioners
on how to follow findings reported in even the best IS
journals.
As a further example, consider the extent to which
state-of-the-art, cutting-edge ISS research, such as
that published in top IS journals, influences the
content of ISS business seminars. For example,
oncology conferences (for clinical practitioners) are
replete with university-sourced, science-based
presentations. By comparison, business seminars on
ISS management, generally speaking, feature far
fewer ISS research presentations. Thus, it is difficult
to claim that top IS journals are shaping or leading
practice.
Arguably, there are numerous reasons why ISS
research does not lead practice, including long
publication life cycles compared with natural
sciences, long articles that focus heavily on theory
and methods, the use of jargon related to theory and
methods, and lack of commonly required IT
education (cf., certified medical doctors). Next, we
discuss an important point in terms of leading
practice.

2.5 ISS Research: Toward Leading
Practice
Cancer research, rather than non-research-based
practice, arguably leads oncological practice. Our
interest is in determining what it means for something
to lead to practice. We suggest that an important
indication of research-led practice is denoted when
the interventions based on academic research offer
significantly better effect rates than any intuitive or
experience-based approach that is not science based.
In other words, the interventions based on academic
research must outperform the best industry practices.
The more that such problem treatments are based on
ISS research and offer significantly and demonstrably
better effects, the more ISS research will be capable
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of leading practice. The more that such effect rates
outperform intuitive or experience-based practitioner
solutions, the more reasons there would be for
practice to follow research. International standards
and practice conferences could grow increasingly
dependent on the great results of ISS research if they
were to clearly outperform the best previous
practices. Certifications, such as the CISSP, also
could draw from the essential content of research. It
also could increase the demand for ISS scholars to
appear at select business seminars, where their
research provides both the know-what and know-how
that are essential to practice.
Research leading to practice is a solid aim, both
ethically and professionally. Ethically, it increases the
contribution of university research in a socially
important problem area: ISS. Professionally, it sets
the stage for ISS practice to become more soundly
evidence-based. For evidence-based management,
practice needs both evidence from the problem setting
(the symptoms) and scientific evidence indicating the
appropriate treatment (the cure).

3 Four Levels of Research
Figure 1 illustrates how the aims of the ISS research
discipline
must
expand.
Improved
intervention/treatment effects are the ultimate goal of
ISS research. Individual studies fall typically into one
or more of these categories. Levels can inform each
other and can, of course, overlap. It has been
fashionable to associate IS approaches to big
philosophical -isms, such as logical positivism (see
Siponen & Tsohou, 2018), logical empiricism (e.g.,
Hempel, Reichenbach), critical rationalism (Popper),
or critical realism (e.g., Niiniluoto). Our approach is
not influenced by such professional (school)
philosophers but by the philosophy of cancer research
(Klaavuniemi & Siponen, 2018). Our proposal also
has some similarities and differences with evidencebased management (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006;
Rousseau, 2006). A discussion of the similarities and
differences could constitute its own article.

Aiming to expand ISS research to include relevanceby-treatment does not eclipse or suppress existing ISS
research. Instead, intervention-oriented research can
be built on previous work.

Figure 1. Illustrates the Idea of a Research Discipline Transformation using a Simplified View of a Stepwise Approach

The figure illustrates how research produces
disciplinary knowledge at four progressive levels.
The following description of the four levels is a first
approximation. The metalevel regards fundamental
issues, such as concepts, methodology, and scope.
Basic research explains phenomena—that is, the
know-what knowledge that engages relevance-by-
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description. Applied research engages relevance-bytreatment or the know-how knowledge that tackles
problems. Postintervention research explains why
treatments (did not) produce effects. Table 2 provides
examples of these levels. In the following sections,
we describe each level in more detail.
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Table 2. Definitions of Variables
Example of research levels

Example description of key issues

Examples of estimating contributions

1) Metalevel

Definitions that guide research on ISS
Are the existing definitions good enough
phenomena, important problems, the
to guide research?
differences between ISS phenomena, and
What does the phenomenon mean? How
defining ISS.
is the phenomenon different from other,
related phenomena?

2) Basic research: Theory development
and revision

Providing explanations for phenomena.

How is the explanation new in clarifying
specific ISS phenomena?
Are the explanations for specific ISS
phenomena more accurate than rivaling
explanations?

3) Applied research: Interventions to test
the effect rate

Demonstrating the effect (rate) for
intervention/treatment for X.

How does the intervention based on a new
approach provide better effect rates than
competing approaches?
Does the intervention based on the new
approach have another positive or
negative characteristic that competing
approaches do not have?

4) Postintervention research

Explaining intervention results, effect
rate, complications, or long-term effects.

3.1 Metalevel
Metalevel issues refer to fundamental issues in the
research area and typically are conceptual-theoretical.
They can be of utmost importance because they may
set or change the direction for future research at the
other levels. We have seminal examples of work at
this level. Baskerville’s idea of development duality
(Baskerville, 1986, 1988, 1992) claimed that IS or
software development and security development often
represent two separate streams of development (and
research). This duality results in conflicts between
systems’ normal requirements and security
requirements. Resolving these later in development,
or when the software is already finished is difficult,
costly, and may cause new problems. Baskerville’s
idea of development duality is, in the opinion of this
paper’s first author, a great example of how ISS
research could lead practice and change secure
systems development in the long run. For example,
there are many software security patches and frequent
new releases. Is this situation partly due to the
inadequate consideration of information security
during the initial software development?

3.2 Basic Research
In the ISS context, basic research, for instance, seeks
fundamental explanations
for specific ISS

Challenging existing studies.
What is the long term effect of an ISS
approach?

phenomena. In our model, basic research is carried
out in artificial conditions. In this case, they are selfreport surveys, scenario-based research, laboratory
experiments, and the like. Basic research is typically
oriented toward new idea development or theory
development. When it comes to theory testing, it
entails finding the limitations and conditions that hold
(or do not hold) concerning an already developed
theory or idea.
It is also important to note that theory evaluation is
not a black-and-white, yes-or-no result. Even the best
theories in science can draw both supportive and
nonsupportive evidence (Laudan, 1978). It is
important to put forth scholarly efforts to identify the
exact limits of a theory or an approach. Knowing the
conditions or situations under which the
theory/approach does not hold is an important source
of inspiration for future research. Reporting such
information can help scholars extend or revise extant
theories/approaches
or
develop
new,
rival
explanations. Finding the limits and situations in
which the theory may be unable to explain
phenomena is highly important in ISS. Such limiting
conditions are important because ISS is regarded as a
weak-link phenomenon (Willison & Warkentin,
2013). The weak link, or breaking point, for
information security can be a certain situation or
those people who ignore all ISS messages and do not
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participate in surveys. Given this, there is a need to
know in which contexts and in which situations our
models/theories fail to provide explanations or
predictions.
Basic research is important for many reasons. If we
lack new ideas (at the level of basic research) or we
cannot identify new problems using existing
approaches at the level of basic research, we risk
having far fewer ideas to cultivate in order to further
improve the intervention effect rate and, therefore,
ISS practice. Moreover, besides new explanations, we
need a much more detailed understanding of what
these explanations mean in different settings and
contexts. We also need to know where they work and
where they do not work. We call all of this basic
research, much of which must be done in nonfield
settings (why it is called basic research). In theory,
we could do basic research in practice (e.g., at
companies), but in practice, it would be difficult to do
such studies in company settings. For example, it is
difficult to access “real” settings in companies in
which one can vary, say, subjective norms or
sanctions for employees. For company-level (field)
testing, one suggestion would be to use approaches
that are already widely examined in basic research.
However, ISS approaches are not yet widely
examined at all. In particular, their limits and concrete
instantiations (e.g., what exactly is an effective
subjective norm or sanction) are not studied widely.

3.3 Applied Research
A major goal of applied research is to move basic
research to applicable results in practice. However,
applied research does not necessarily need to be based
on basic research. In biology and biochemistry, for
example, it is widely known that many of the results
of basic research do not survive and move up to the
intervention research level or reach the stage of
application or drug development. It is often the case
that basic research findings are too abstract or lack
sufficient specifics to be applied as such in practice.
One important issue in the applied research is the
effect rate for the intervention/treatment. This rate
enables comparisons between the effect rates for an
intervention based on a new approach with those of
competing approaches. Indeed, an intervention based
on a new approach may have other positive or
negative characteristics that competing approaches do
not have. Research methods used at this stage include
(but are not limited to) action research, case studies,
design science research, and field experiments.

3.4 Postintervention Research
Postintervention research takes place after the
intervention has happened at the applied research
level. Postintervention research is needed to learn
from interventions. For example, in medicine, drug
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complications in hospitals are reported. Several
scientific breakthroughs have resulted from
postintervention research. Studying recovery rates
after surgeries or cancer treatments in medicine is
also a good example of postintervention research.
Exemplary research issues examined through
postintervention research include explaining the
unexpected results of an intervention. Another highly
important issue is explaining an effect rate that was
found to be far less than what it was assumed to be.
Other issues include the complications of an
intervention (if any) and the long-term effects of an
intervention.

3.5 ISS Examples
3.5.1 Metalevel Examples
The metalevel encompasses fundamental issues, such
as concepts, methodology, and scope. One of the
earliest definitions in the area of insecure behaviors is
Parker’s (1976) definition of the term computer
abuse. Later, Straub (1990) introduced it to ISS, and
this paper’s first author might be to blame for
introducing the terms information security policy
violations and employees’ noncompliance with
information security procedures (Siponen & Vance,
2014).
Parker’s definition of computer abuse is as follows:
“Any incident associated with computer technology
in which a victim suffered or could have suffered loss
and a perpetrator by intention made or could have
made gain” (p. 12). Later, possibly motivated by
Parker, this term was defined in the ISS field as
follows: “The unauthorized and deliberate misuse of
assets of the local organizational information system
by individuals” (Straub, 1990 p. 257; see also
Harrington, 1996; D’Arcy, Hovav, & Galletta, 2009).
One important issue that these definitions fail to
capture is whether various ISS behaviors are different
from each other. There is no doubt that many, if not
all, of the behaviors studied under computer abuse or
employees’ compliance with IS security policies are
motivated by ISS concerns. For example, topics such
as selecting an easy-to-guess password or putting
confidential material without encryption onto a USB
stick may result in ISS concerns. Accordingly, both
actions may have ISS implications. Thus, both actions
can be regarded as insecure, which perhaps results
from their potential risk.
Indeed, it seems to us that the insecure or risky nature
of different insecure ISS actions—from not locking a
computer, to selecting an easy-to-guess password, to
sending confidential information without encryption
in e-mails, etc.—has been the driving motivation for
ISS research. At the same time, little (if any)
consideration has been devoted to whether all
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insecure behaviors are ultimately of the same nature.
This has been made apparent in ISS research in two
ways:
1. Our definitions, whether concerning computer
abuse or ISS policy violations, are generic in
the sense that they do not distinguish between
different types of insecure behaviors.
2. In general, the models used to explain insecure
behaviors are generic to different ISS
behaviors.
Let us begin with the definitions. Computer abuse
refers to “the unauthorized and deliberate misuse of
assets” (Straub, 1990, p. 257). The concern is
unauthorized and deliberate misuse. The existing
definitions do not distinguish between different
insecure behaviors and do not point scholars in the
direction of examining different insecure behaviors.
Quite the opposite—scholars may interpret the
definition of computer abuse in the sense that
anything that constitutes “unauthorized and deliberate
misuse of assets” in ISS is computer abuse. This can
explain why employees’ non-work-related use of the
Internet is sometimes regarded as computer abuse.
Similarly, the definition of ISS policy violations (or
employees’ noncompliance with ISS policies) refers
to policy violations (e.g., Siponen & Vance, 2010) as
if all policy violations represented one kind of
infraction. In other words, the definition implies that
all ISS policy violations are the same.
Such generic definitions prompt us to reconsider
generic models. The generic nature of our definitions
for computer abuse, policy violations, and employees’
compliance overlooks the individual nature of these
behaviors. This generic-ness explains why previous
ISS behavior research focused on identifying users’
reasons for exhibiting insecure behaviors—that is,
because these reasons are (believed to be)
generalizable to all kinds of ISS behaviors. As a
result, previous research put a premium on models in
which the same reasons, such as fear of threat or
sanctions, explain users’ ISS behavior across all
insecure behaviors (e.g., selecting a weak password,
not locking a computer, etc.). Generic measures
represent the most common method for measuring
insecure behaviors in previous research (Siponen &
Vance, 2014). These include evaluating responses to
prompts, such as “I comply with the information
security policies of my organization” (ibid). They are
generic because they do not point to (or measure) a
specific insecure behavior.
There is nothing wrong with finding generic reasons
that are indeed common to different ISS behaviors.
However, it is important to understand how different
ISS misbehaviors (e.g., not locking one’s computer
and writing passwords down) may have similar ISS

implications. These actions are not necessarily
motivated by the same kinds of reasons. We should
not confuse the information security implications of
an action with the reasons why the action was or was
not undertaken. Putting this argument in the context
of computer abuse or ISS policy violations, the fact
that something is a policy violation or computer abuse
(or “unauthorized deliberate misuse”) may not mean
that all policy violations or computer abuses are
motivated by the same kinds of reasons. Rape,
murder, and speeding are all violations of the law, but
the fact that they are against the law does not mean
that these three actions all have the same motivations.
The possibility that different ISS behaviors are
motivated by different factors is not present in the
existing definitions above.
It could be that these insecure behaviors have little in
common, aside from being insecure behaviors. Rape
and speeding are both violations of the law, but their
underlying motivations are generally very different.
Let us illustrate this with a deterrence theory
example. Deterrence theory is currently one of the
leading theories in ISS. It describes sanctions for
insecure behaviors (Willison & Warkentin, 2013).
Deterrence theory may apply to criminal behavior,
but it does not make sense for all insecure behaviors.
For instance, weak password selection can occur
because some users cannot memorize a password.
Sanctions can hardly improve human memory.
Adopting the same method in practice can also limit
impact. Sanctions are not necessarily realistic for
resolving all types of insecure behaviors.
There is nothing wrong with examining individual
reasons or motivations in terms of DVs or IVs that are
common for different ISS behaviors. However, there
is also a need to understand how these reasons or
motivations differ for various ISS behaviors. Current
definitions hint at generic reasons, but they
necessitate definitions of different ISS behaviors.

3.5.2 Basic Research Examples
Basic research, for example, involves explaining
phenomena regarding theory development and
discovering theories that explain (or fail to explain) a
phenomenon. Often, IS research consists of testing a
reference theory on the basis of a one-shot survey that
may lack all of the important situational conditions.
Typical research methods at this level include
surveys, experiments, interviews, and case studies.
Reference theories used in ISS should receive critical
attention in basic research. Kuhn (1977) noted that in
science, concepts with the same name can mean very
different things, even within one discipline. For ISS,
one important question is whether the fundamental
concepts in the reference theory have the same
meaning in ISS phenomena as they have in the
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originating phenomena of the theory. Let us use a fear
of threat example from PMT. PMT is based on fear of
threat in a health behavior, such as fear of dying or
fear of getting cancer from smoking (Rogers, 1975).
ISS actions or behaviors, such as weak password
selection, may be linked to a threat or lack of a threat.
In PMT, ISS research must clarify descriptively
whether the kind of fear over the theft of one’s
password is the same kind of fear to which PMT
originally referred. For instance, can we equate fear
of dying from tobacco use with the fear of lost
privacy from a comprised e-mail? Both events pose
threats, but the fear may be different. Indeed, the
latter may not even theoretically satisfy the meaning
of fear in the sense of PMT. It may just be threat
avoidance that does not involve fear, such as in the
threat avoidance model proposed by Liang and Xue
(2010), which does not include fear at all.
Similar questions confront any reference theories. For
example, neutralization techniques also face such
questions (Siponen & Vance, 2010). Basic ISS
research attacks and examines such fundamental
issues.
Metalevel research occurs when researchers examine
these questions conceptually (with or without
reference to published empirical evidence). Basic
research arises when researchers examine these
questions empirically. Where we may lack
information regarding specific cases or situations in
which the theory does or does not hold, it becomes
necessary to test our theories using the same methods
in different contexts and situations to determine the
exact boundaries and applicability.

3.5.3 Applied Research Examples
Applied research engages relevance-by-treatment—
that is, know-how interventions that produce effects
on problems. For ISS behavioral research, applied
intervention research is research that, for example,
changes users’ insecure behavior into secure
behavior. Applied research can be proactive. For
instance, we need research on interventions that
overcome people’s inhibitions toward using
protective IT security technology (Dinev & Hu,
2007).
Most important is the need to report intervention
effect rates. For example, if a contextualized PMT
intervention improves computer-locking rates by
15%, it provides a measurable target which research
can use to potentially improve the effect rate. Thus, if
a treatment based on PMT version 1 yields a 15%
effect rate (improved behavior), and a second
treatment based on PMT version 2 yields a 25%
effect rate, then the better effect rate is clarified and
motivates improvement research. The metaresearch
issue of who has a pure, original, or orthodox
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application of PMT (Boss et al., 2015) is irrelevant in
practice, unless the distinction is visible in the effect
rate.
This comparability provides the power in practice that
arises from relevance-by-treatment. We might even
learn that a combination of theories 1 and 2 continues
to provide better effect rates than either theory 1 or
theory 2 alone. In such circumstances, it is irrelevant
in practice to criticize an article lacking an
overarching theory just because there is a need to
have one for good form. Such overarching theory can
be deferred to subsequent postintervention research
intended to descriptively investigate why the applied
results find that the combination of theories 1 and 2
yields
better
effect
rates.
Such
further
postintervention research achieves relevance-bydescription in finding a new overarching theory.
Examples of such applied research include
Puhakainen and Siponen (2010), Warkentin and
Johnston (2010), and Johnston et al. (2015). Siponen
and Puhkainen reported multicycle action research
interventions that improved employees’ e-mail
encryption practices at a small company, while
Warkentin and Johnston and Johnston et al. described
online campaigns using fear appeals to scare users
into better password security, avoiding insecure use
of USBs, and locking their computers. However, we
could not find an ISS study that explicitly reported an
intervention effect rate. If researchers hope that ISS
research can reach a point where it actually
contributes to solving practical problems, they must
also direct their efforts at intervention research that
has the improvement of intervention effect as a key
goal. For example, an experimental study on fearappeal messages regarding password changes could
report what percentage of users changed their
passwords due to the fear-appeal message.
Evidence-based management (e.g., Rousseau, 2006),
which is influenced by (beliefs about) evidence-based
medicine, suggests that evidence-based management
(and medicine) is characterized by straightforward
causal (effect) relationships. However, such causality
is highly questionable in the context of medical
research and psychology (Thagard, 1998). Therefore,
it is important to highlight that the intervention effect
rate is not fixed once and for all, but is dynamic and
cancer-specific, even in cancer research. The
intervention effect can also be context-specific and
situational. For example, diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma (DLBCL) is one type of cancer
(Klaavuniemi & Siponen, 2018). For instance, in
DLBCL, at the 2-year follow-up point, 70% of
patients treated with rituximab and chemotherapy
were alive, compared to 57% who received only
chemotherapy (ibid; Coiffier et al., 2010). The
intervention effect rate of chemotherapy to DLBCL
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can be said to be 57%, while the intervention effect
rate of rituximab and chemotherapy is 70%.
The intervention effect rate can be seen as a statistical
average. In practice, this means that the effect of
chemotherapy (treatments) varies from patient to
patient (Klaavuniemi & Siponen, 2018). One dies
before the two-year follow-up, another stays alive up
to that point (ibid) or even longer; for a third patient,
the chemotherapy can have lethal side effects (ibid).
The intervention effect rate studies also may vary
from one study to the next, for example, because
cancers hardly follow laws (Thagard, 1998;
Klaavuniemi & Siponen, 2018).
Without going into detail about the philosophy of
science, we also assume that the intervention effect
rate is highly dynamic, contextual, and situational in
IS, for example, due to human intentionality. It is
expected that different ISS approaches have different
intervention track records in different settings.
Furthermore, since we assume that there are no laws
determining human behavior, we expect the
possibility of inconsistent results. Let us presume that
Jack receives a fear-appeal message (in terms of
PMT) from his organization. The message asks that
he change his work password as soon as possible and
make it as unique as possible (not generic to different
accounts). Accordingly, Jack changes his password
and makes it unique. However, later, Jack continues
to use generic or reused passwords (that are the same
or very similar for different accounts). Later, Jack
receives the same message again, which asks that he
change his password as soon as possible and make it
unique (not generic to different accounts). However,
he does not comply, since he thinks that nothing has
happened to him (he did not perceive any ISS
problems), even though he reused his password across
different accounts (generic password). PMT (and
many well-known theories) cannot fully explain such
dynamics. This is one reason why we assume that
inconsistent results are common.
Next, we describe briefly what this means practically
with respect to the intervention effect. We hesitate to
suggest any number of minimum or maximum tests.
Rather, we use the concept of an intervention-effect
track record, which contains evidence for each
empirical test with respect to each approach. As a
simplified example, the track record of personalized
fear appeals could be 25% for changing a password
for the first time, or it could range from 15% to 35%
in most studies. For repeated fear appeals to the same
person, the results could change. However, for the use
of e-mail encryption, the results could be different.
Moreover, for illustration purposes, the interventioneffect track record could be understood as stages of
development. For example, although cancers do not
follow stages, cancer treatments and health behaviors
are sometimes conceptualized as occurring in stages.

By adopting such an approach to ISS, stages could be
developed for the continued use of, for example,
antimalware software.
The point is to show that the intervention effect rate
could be linked to the type of ISS violation (e.g., not
encrypting e-mails versus passwords reuse),
according to each “stage,” specific contexts or
situations, and according to many other dimensions
that we have not even defined yet. However, we
would not seek to define a priori to which aspects the
intervention-effect track record are related, because
that is also an empirical question.
Finally, long-term effectiveness should be studied.
Let us consider a comparison of two theories or
approaches, called T1 and T2. T1 achieves 40%
effectiveness right after the intervention, while T2
achieves 28%. However, after 6 months, T2 achieves
25%, while T1 achieves 5%. This exemplifies a study
on long-term effects. Such studies published in ISS
are rare. One reason is that such studies may lack new
theory contributions in the eyes of reviewers, because
no new constructs are introduced. However, being
aware of the long-term effectiveness could be much
more valuable than a new theory contribution (e.g.,
introduction of new constructs).

3.5.4 Postintervention Research Examples
Postintervention research explains why treatments
produce, or do not produce, effects. This level of
research provides necessary feedback for further
theory development. Such theories will explain in
detail why ISS interventions succeed or fail in certain
situations, and why there are certain effect rates (e.g.,
why only 25% changed their password in the case of
password training or campaigning, and why 75% did
not). An example of postintervention research is the
use of a qualitative study to obtain “additional
insights on the findings from a quantitative study”
(Venkatesh, Brown, & Bala, 2013 p. 6; Venkatesh,
Brown,
&
Sullivan,
2016).
Of
course,
postintervention research does not have to employ
interviews. Any methods that fit the purpose can be
used.
In ISS, postintervention research is largely missing,
with the exception of the aforementioned example of
an action research setting in which the second cycle is
based on the analysis of improving the first cycle (i.e.,
Puhakainen & Siponen, 2010). Puhakainen and
Siponen (2010) did their intervention in a company
where sales teams were sending e-mails without
encryption—as was the rest of management
(including the CEO). This reckless, top-down attitude
toward appropriate ISS behavior was a key aspect of
the problem. They implemented a face-to-face
training program to increase compliance with the
company’s e-mail policy (Puhakainen & Siponen,
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2010). Then they analyzed the results of the
intervention using data from several interviews and
observations by the researchers and the security
manager. The results (postintervention scrutiny)
suggested that while the intervention made the sales
team encrypt confidential e-mails, management
remained extremely passive regarding security
(Puhakainen & Siponen, 2010). The second
intervention was aimed at improving management’s
attitude and actions. The interviews and observations
after the intervention (postintervention research)
suggested that management’s ISS behavior had
improved.

justifying actions, ideas, or decisions (p. 452). For
Astley and Zammuto, such symbolic information is
purposely abstract and vague to allow for multiple
meanings (p. 457). Our suggestion is to examine these
issues using the intervention effect. For example, if
there is a claim that abstract and vague concept X is
effective in justifying something occurring in
organizations, then we could actually study its
intervention effect. In fact, we could examine Astley
and Zammuto’s whole idea by examining whether
such symbolic information is effective for justifying
actions, decisions, or ideas, and what its “side effects”
are.

4 Applicability of Our Ideas
beyond IS Security and Further
Developments

We also want to emphasize that there may not be one
ultimate yardstick for the intervention effect rate. In
software testing, it could be reduced coding errors,
while in insider (computer) crime, it could be the
number of solved cases and improved rates of
computer crime prevention. However, these are just
illustrative examples. It is up to future researchers to
consider what the proper measures would be for using
the intervention effect rate. This should also become
an active research area. What a proper measure or
estimate of the intervention effect is also depends on
the aim of the research. Moreover, it is important to
note that the intervention effect is not necessarily only
one thing. For example, cancer treatments are valued
according to numerous indicators, such as improved
life expectancy and minimization of severe side
effects (Klaavuniemi & Siponen, 2018). To illustrate
this in the ISS context, let us presume a considerable
increase in the threat of sanctions (as an intervention)
at an organization. This could improve ISS behavior,
but it might also decrease work satisfaction. While
individual studies could focus on one of these
consequences, the research programs on sanctions
should perhaps take both (and perhaps many other)
indicators into account. Thus, perhaps the best
research program would be the one with the best track
record for improving ISS security behavior without
(or with minimal) side effects. However, future
research should discuss this.

We believe that that our ideas may fit with many
other areas of IS, including (but not limited to) IT use
and design science. Let us consider a well-known
example in IT use—namely, ease of use (Venkatesh,
Thong, & Xu, 2016). For example, ease of use could
be further associated with concrete system features
and then examined to determine to what extent
improving these concrete system features actually
improves IT use. Then the intervention effect rate
could be the rate of IT use, for example. Then
different approaches could be compared to determine
the extent to which they can improve the rate of
system use through improving the ease of use of
system features.
The idea we have proposed could also be used in
design science. For example, let us imagine software
testing in the area of software development. If the aim
of the software testing is to reduce errors, then one
important effect rate relates to the question of which
method has the best track record of reducing coding
errors. The aims must be articulated before we can
nominate candidates for the intervention effect rate.
In ISP violations, which we discussed in the paper,
there seems to be an agreement that a key outcome is
improved ISS behavior. In this case, an important
intervention effect rate question would be the
following: “Which approach provides the best track
record of improving users’ behavior?” For example, if
an intervention based on PMT provides a 20-25%
change rate for, say, locking a computer in different
settings, then can the contextualized PMT or some
other approach achieve a higher change rate? We
would need dedicated papers to outline how our
proposal can be applied in other areas of IS.
Therefore, we leave this to future research.
While our approach may be not applicable to all
research, we believe that it applies to what Astley and
Zammuto (1992) called symbolic utilization, which
entails the use of models, metaphors, and theories for
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Finally, many of our ideas require further
development. For example, if IS research is to be
practically applicable, there is a need to develop
measures for practical or clinical significance, which
is not the same as statistical significance (e.g.,
Thompson, 2002). Another important point is to
examine how the evidence (e.g., intervention effect
rate) should be applied in an environment where there
are no natural laws and the causality is complex
(Thagard, 1998) or random (Dupré & Cartwright,
1988). As mentioned in the DLBCL chemotherapy
example, the research results on cancer treatments
often require individual application on a per-patient
level. This is also expected to be the case in IS
security.
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Moreover, as mentioned, empirical ISS research has
focused on demonstrating that the results are
statistically supported (in quantitative studies) or
empirically supported (in qualitative studies).
However, IS (security) research must also examine
precision (Edwards & Berry, 2010). To give a simple
example, painkillers are ineffective if the dosage is
very low. Yet if the dosage is very high, they might
kill the patient.
Moreover, for historical reasons, many theories used
in IS are rather high-level and generic; hence, we lack
details to apply models and theories in practice as
such. For example, let us presume that a study
applying the theory of planned behavior suggests that
subjective norms explain ISS behavior. It is a very
different thing to establish that link in a survey, for
example, compared to showing how subjective norms
can be transferred to practical applications. To
illustrate this, we ask what “subjective norms”
findings mean in practice. If the results indicate that a
subjective norm is “significant,” what must the
practitioners do precisely? What do they need to do to
increase subjective norms? Who defines the norm?
How much is needed? What if there is too much
emphasis on subjective norms and, as a result,
providing subjective norms backfires? Current ISS
research does not have answers to these questions,
and the current method (propose a theory and test it,
then propose another theory and test it) does not
support such development in that direction. The lack
of information also prevents practical applicability.
Results such as “increase subjective norm” are often
too vague to have applied value. As long as we
cannot produce answers that offer a detailed level of
explanation for an IS phenomenon, our results cannot
really be used in practice.

5 Directions for Future ISS
Research
We have suggested that ISS research should be seen
in terms of long-term research programs, which
comprise four levels: metalevel research, basic
research, applied research, and postintervention
research. The ultimate success of such research
programs is not to be judged in terms of whether new
theories and contextualized theories have been
developed, or whether IT artifacts have been
incorporated into the theories. Rather, the ultimate
success of such research programs hinges on the
question of which program can demonstrate the best
track record of intervention effect rates for a given
ISS problem. While we have presented our approach
in the context of ISS, our approaches could be applied
more widely in IS.

5.1 New Opportunities for Metalevel
Research
Current definitions in ISS reflect definitions of
computer abuse from the 1970s. Leading theoretical
inspirations come from applying decades-old theories
from economics, criminology, and health behavior to
different ISS aspects. Intervention research is largely
missing, not to mention long-term intervention
research.
The need for definitions is an example of new
research opportunities at the metalevel. These current
definitions assume that “computer abuse” or “IS
security policy violations” are one type of behavior
(e.g., all ISS policy violations spring from the same
motivations), although it could be that computer
abuse or ISS policy violations involve several
different types of behaviors. This offers new
opportunities for future research.
Research method norms are another example of a
metalevel research opportunity. Research methods
should not be considered universal dogmas. Instead,
they need to be considered in a case-by-case context.
Equally important is understanding that research
methods have different roles—not only concerning
whether the research is quantitative or qualitative but
also whether the research aims at new theory
development, theory revision, testing, or a more
specific goal. Theory contextualization is common in
ISS. Such contextualization thinking should be
extended to research method principles. The
contextualized nature of research methods offers ISS
scholars new avenues for context-specific method
development.

5.2 New Opportunities in Basic Research
In many areas of ISS, theorizing has followed the
form of “find a new reference theory for IS security
and test it” (cf., Grover & Lyytinen, 2015). As a
result, little is known about what is specific in an ISS
phenomenon versus reference theories, because the
research has been driven by reference theory rather
than ISS phenomena. Second, little is known about
which (reference) theories or approaches work better
than others in solving different ISS problems, because
the reference theories are often not compared against
each other. Third, little is known about the limitations
and inapplicability of existing approaches and
theories for solving various ISS problems. These
issues offer great opportunities for basic ISS research.
Not only can IS scholars develop more specific
theories that leverage the richness of various IS
phenomena but IS scholars can consider the
conditions and boundaries limiting the use of
reference theories to explain various ISS phenomena.
The latter requires shifting our thinking from “one
test is needed to test a theory” (or “Where can I find
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the one setting to support the model?”) to the attitude
that our theories/models/approaches must be tested
many times in different settings. The fact that many
of these theories/models will not explain several of
their predisposed situations is not a failure of science
but is actually widely acknowledged in science. From
Kuhn (1978) to Laudan (1962), such anomalies can
inspire future research and progress. Such progress
will be far more limited if it reflects the following
formula: Pick theory 1 and test it, then move to theory
2 and then test it. While this provides a continuous
stream of research, it does not move us into a position
to lead and guide practice. If we instead examine the
conditions (e.g., country / culture / behavior / context
/ situation) under which one of these theories will
consistently hold (or fail to hold), then we will have
made progress. The anomalies are particularly
important in ISS because it is known to be a weaklink phenomenon. The anomalies and various
limitations of the theories/models can also inspire
further research and the development of competing
theories aimed at improving some of the limitations
and anomalies.

5.3 The Blue Ocean in Applied and
Postintervention Research
Given the ethical gravity of our aim (that ISS research
contributes to problems of insecurity in practice),
contributions cannot happen if basic research is not
further
cultivated
toward
applied
intervention/treatment research. We should not view
the final outcome of ISS research as a new reference
theory, new theory contribution, contextualized
theories, or IT artifact-enriched models/theories.
Rather, we should approach theories (with or without
IT artifacts) as research programs that can ultimately
lead researchers toward “basic research”—i.e.,
increasingly improved problem-solving effectiveness
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regarding a problem in practice. According to this
view, in ISS behavior, for example, the ultimate
yardstick for the success of a theory/model in the area
of ISS behavior is its measurable record of showing
that interventions/treatments lead to improved effect
rates. In this view, ultimately, contextualized theories
or IT artifact-enriched theories add value if they lead
to improved intervention effect rates. By taking this
relevance-by-treatment approach, ISS research can
lead practice by enabling evidence-based practice.
The rise of this approach will mark a milestone in
which ISS interventions based on ISS research offer
significantly better effect rates than any intuitive or
experience-based approach adopted by practitioners.
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Appendix
Table A1. Illustrations of the Practical Problem-Solving Motivations in IS Security Research from MIS Quarterly and
JAIS with Examples from Recent Descriptive Research on IS Security from JAIS and MIS Quarterly
Article

Example

Boss et al. (2015, p. 837-838),
opening lines of the abstract and
introduction

“Because violations of information security (ISec) and privacy have become ubiquitous in
both personal and work environments, academic attention to ISec and privacy has taken on
paramount importance. Consequently, a key focus of ISec research has been discovering
ways to motivate individuals to engage in more secure behaviors.
A key focus in information security (ISec) research is finding ways to motivate end users,
employees, and consumers to improve protection of their individual and organizational
information assets.”

Johnston et al. (2015), introduction

“Within the modern business climate, organizations commonly suffer from threats to
corporate data, information technology infrastructure, and personal computing. According
to the 2007 Computer Crime and Security Survey, conducted jointly by the Computer
Security Institute and the San Francisco Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 46
percent of respondents reported some form of security incident during the past year
(Richardson 2007). Moreover, security incidents, such as viruses, system penetrations,
insider abuse, or other forms of unauthorized access continue to increase in sophistication
and impact, with the average annual loss reported by U.S. companies doubling from
$168,000 in 2006 to $350,424 in 2007 (Richardson 2007) . . . The present study
investigates the effectiveness of persuasive messages in motivating end users to take action
to secure their own computing environment.”

Karjalainen & Siponen (2010, p. “To ensure that employees follow their companies’ key IS security procedures, alternative
519)
approaches have been advanced in the literature, such as the use of sanctions and deterrence
(Straub, 1990; Siponen, Pahnila & Mahmood, 2007).”
Keith, Shao, & Steinbart (2009), “IT security could be enhanced by using multiple methods to authenticate users, such as
opening lines of introduction
combining “something you know” (e.g., a password) with “something you have” (e.g., a
smartcard or token) and “something you are” (e.g., a biometric characteristic). Although the
use of biometrics and smartcards is growing, passwords are still the most common, and
sometimes the only authentication mechanism used by many organizations (Whitman,
2003). Therefore, it is important to find ways to improve password effectiveness.”
Vance, Anderson, Kirwan, & Eargle “Users’ perceptions of risks have important implications for information security because
(2014), opening lines of abstract
individual users’ actions can compromise entire systems. Therefore, there is a critical need
to understand how users perceive and respond to information security risks.”
Willison & Warkentin (2013, p. 1),
opening lines of introduction
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“One of the greatest concerns of IS security managers is the threat of an organizational
insider. Numerous industry studies and surveys of CIOs indicate that IS security continues
to be one of the top managerial concerns (Brenner 2009; CSI 2011; Deloitte 2010; Ernst &
Young 2009; PwC 2008, 2010a, 2010b).”
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